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New
automated
warehouse

- f or m odern
h e a lth c are l ogi s t i c s

EFFICIENCY
QUALITY
SECURITY

SETTING A
NEW STANDARD
International studies appoint
Denmark as the perfect gateway
for warehousing and distribution of
pharmaceuticals, medical devices
and healthcare related products to the
Nordic region. Through the past six
years, several manufacturers have
come to the same conclusion and
established their Nordic pre-wholesale
in Denmark – many of them with
Nomeco HealthCare Logistics.
Nomeco HealthCare Logistics is the
leading Nordic outsourcing partner
and we support the pharmaceutical
and biotech industry on warehousing
and distribution and other specialist
services related to pre-wholesale,
clinical trials, sales support and many
more.
Nomeco HealthCare Logistics has
increased the business considerably
during the past four years. On this
basis, PHOENIX group and Nomeco
HealthCare Logistics decided to build
a new, massive and highly automated
warehouse. The warehouse will be the
future of Nordic healthcare logistics
and will fulfill todays and the future
wishes and requirements from the
pharmaceutical manufacturers and
the authorities. With this new site
efficiency, quality and security are
taken to a completely new level within
healthcare logistics.
The new site is located in Køge
approx. 35 kilometers south of
Copenhagen with easy access to the
highways. Copenhagen airport and
the bridge to Sweden can be reached
in less than 45 minutes.
We are looking forward to welcoming
you in our new warehouse.

EFFICIENCY
Shortest lead time
to the Nordic Region

Fast market access is essential to the pharma industry.
Therefore, our new warehouse is built to support our clients
with the shortest possible lead time. This is guaranteed by a
high level of automation, speed of operation and availability
of several new and smart support tools.

Fast process
time and massive
capacity in daily
operations. Fast
track for urgent
orders

Inbound and
outbound
supported by
easy-to-use
online tools
and visibility

Perfect location
connecting the
Nordic and Baltic
countries with the
rest of Europe

Consolidated
transport and
most frequent
line hauls to
the Nordic and
Baltic region

System,
technology and
building fully
validated

Ready to handle
verification
and FMD
requirements

Extensive
temperature
control and
regulation in
all areas

Pallet-ID on
each pallet to
control/track
pallet location

Smart system
load-in of product
dimensions,
weight and photo
of all products

High level of
automisation
reduces risk
of human
handling errors

SECURITY

Highest level of security
and safety measures
Your products are safe with us and the high
security standard is a guarantee for protection
of your values. We have thought of everything
from strict entrance control to protection
against power outage and disaster scenarios.

QUALITY

Built to meet
future requirements

Nomeco HealthCare Logistics has 30 years’
experience in ensuring the quality on our sites and
in our processes. We have full risk evaluation of
criticality towards patient safety, product quality, data
integrity and guideline compliance. We have built
state of the art when it comes to quality and we are
ready to meet future wishes and requirements.

CCTV and
thermo video
surveillance
in HD

Guard onsite 24/7

Installations,
BCP and back-up
systems handle
potential disaster
scenarios

Extensive
security
measures
on-site

Special flow
for authorised
and approved
drivers

Limited and
controlled
access to all
areas

Nomeco
Site Køge
Idunsvej 3
4600 Køge

PERFECT LOCATION
With easy access to the highways connecting the Nordic countries with
the rest of Europe, Køge is the perfect location for Nomeco HealthCare
Logistics’ new warehouse for pre-wholesale activities for the Nordics
and the Baltics. This is confirmed in European market studies appointing
Denmark as the most optimal gateway to the Nordic countries. Køge
is located approx. 35 kilometers south of Copenhagen. The large
investment is based on analyses showing a further increase in and
demand for Nordic pre-wholesale solutions in the years to come.
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